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New approach to calculation of stresses and strains in compressible ground improved
with vibrated gravel-sand columns and model verification
Nouvelle approche du calcul des tensions et déformations dans un sol compressible amélioré avec
un groupe de colonnes de sable/cailloux vibrées et vérification du modèle
J. Kurka & J. Zavoral
AZ CONSULT, Ltd., Ústí nad Labem, Czech Republic

ABSTRACT
The presented analytic method deals with the calculation of stresses and strains in compressible ground improved with the group of
vibrated or rammed gravel-sand columns. A basic case of rigid footing is solved through a set of 8 equations and following
modifications are considered in calculation: the case of shear failure of gravel columns, the influence of vibration during installation,
the case of variable replacement factor and the influence of different extent of column field dimensions beyond area of the footing.
The second part of paper describes the solution of basic case of flexible footing. Selected examples of parameter studies on variable
boundary conditions are shown. Results of presented method are compared with other studies and monitored examples from the
practice.
RÉSUMÉ
La méthode analytique présentée concerne le calcul des tensions et des déformations dans un sol compressible amélioré avec un
groupe de colonnes de sable/cailloux vibrées ou enfoncées par à coups. Le cas élémentaire avec une base rigide est solutionné à l’aide
d’un ensemble de 8 équations et les modifications suivantes sont prises en considération dans les calculs : cas d’une rupture par
cisaillement dans la colonne de cailloux, influence des vibrations au cours de l’installation, cas d’un facteur variable de remplacement
et influence de différents dépassements du champ des colonnes au delà de la surface de la base. La deuxième partie de cet article
décrit la solution d’un cas élémentaire avec une base souple. Des exemples d’études paramétriques sont présentés avec des conditions
variables de bordure. Les résultats de la méthode présentée sont comparés aux études d’autres auteurs et à des exemples suivis sur le
terrain.
Keywords : gravel-sand columns, analytical calculation, rigid and flexible foundation, overrun of field of columns, replacement
factor, model verification
1 INTRODUCTION
In the case of the improvement of the geomechanical properties
of unsuitable subsoil with gravel-sand columns, the solution of
stress and deformation conditions must include the connection
of 2 materials with entirely different properties, which together
create an environment that is complicated in terms of geometry
as well as geomechanics. The case solved can be considered an
independent type of task in soil mechanics. The known methods
by various authors count on a range of simplifying assumptions,
which make them non-universal and limited in formulating the
reality. This also results in a difficult comparability of the
results of the methods even in the case of uniform inputs. The
most frequently used designing methods include the Priebe
method (CUR, 1996). The calculation is used to set the
reduction factor for the settlement or its inversion value of the
improving factor for the parameters of the compressibility of
unstable soil.
2 THE METHOD
The analytical method of calculation presented in this paper is
based on the generally known principles; however it is original
in many respects. In order to simplify understanding it uses the
term stress path, however not in its original meaning. Here this
instrument is used to illustrate the state of stress in many
elements located below the centre of the footing (or
embankment) at various depths below the footing bottom. One
point on the curve represents the vertex of Mohr's circle. It is
assumed that a different state of stress forms a continuous curve

for individual elements even in the cases marked as combined in
the text below.
The initial numerical state applies to layers without
stabilization with the pertaining known parameters: ĳs, cs, Ȗs, Ȟs,
Es, with an index of (s) for soil; the marking is adopted from lit.
(CUR, 1996). The shear parameters are effective, density at
natural moisture content above the ground water level, modulus
E is the deformation modulus. In the soil massif there is a
natural effective geostatic state of stress depending on the depth
below the terrain and other parameters; the natural state of the
stress is marked with an index (or) (original), index (z) stands
for the vertical, index (x) for the horizontal direction.
The installation of gravel-sand columns changes the
conditions in the subsoil; the relatively homogeneous material
forms a composite with new properties in individual
components as well as the whole. The numerical links in
individual parts of the composite and on their boundaries are
used to derive individual equations in the systems below. The
amount of inserted gravel-sand (gravel, broken stone) is
described using replacement factor (a) expressed numerically as
a quotient of the sectional area of columns (Ac) in unit
horizontal area (A). The material in the columns has known
properties: ĳc, cc, Ȗc, vc, Ec, with the index (c) standing for
column. The column diameter is marked (d); distance of column
axes in the square grid (ds), in the triangle grid (dt); replacement
factor (a) on the level of the footing bottom is then calculated
from the known relations for the square or triangular column
grid. The vertical additional load in the footing bottom has a
value of (f); at a depth of (z) it equals ız (it changes in
accordance with Model No. 2 in Annex 11 ýSN 73 1001).
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3 BASIC CASE WITH LOADING BY RIGID
FOUNDATION

4 FAILURE IN THE COLUMN

-

(1)

the footing plate is rigid, therefore

İzc = İzs

(2)

which on the other hand means that ızc  ızs,
- the equation (2) only applies fully in the point of the transfer
of loading; in the depth there will also be differences in vertical
strains, as a result of the redistribution of the stress between the
soil and the column. Their size is considered insignificant for
further considerations. The proportional lateral strains in the
unit layer can be derived from the replacement factor, therefore
İxs = -İxc · [¥a / (l - ¥a)]

(3)

applies,
- from the balance condition in the vertical direction it
follows:
ız = ızc · a + ızs · (l - a)

(4)

- further in accordance with the general theory of elasticity, it
can be entered on condition of the identity of stress in horizontal
directions x and y:
İxs = [ıxs · (l - Ȟs) - ızs · Ȟs] / Es
İxc = [ıxc · (l - Ȟc) - ızc· Ȟc] / Ec
İzs= (ızs – 2 · ıxs · Ȟs) / Es
İzc= (ızc – 2 · ıxc · Ȟc) / Ec

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

The solved case is then described by a set of 8 equations with 8
unknowns. This paper will further deal with a larger number of
sets of equations for various boundary conditions, therefore, in
order to maintain a clear arrangement, the individual cases will
be marked using literal symbols. The set for basic condition
when considering the loading with rigid plate will be marked
ZT (from Czech). The values ıxc = ıxs; ızc and ızs will be
calculated from the solution of the ZT set.
The installation of columns (using vibrations, possibly
compaction or ramming) into the soil results is bringing
additional horizontal stress, compared to the geostatic, into the
composite, which will increase the total state of stress and
change the boundaries between individual conditions (given by
exceeding the line of shear strength etc.); it will e.g. shift the
depth where the column will bulge due to exceeding the shear
strength inside it. The horizontal stress brought by the
installation has a limitation in the parameters of the machinery
used and in the overburden load. The considerations assume e.g.
an increase of the horizontal stress by ıxvib = 0.1 ÷ 0.25 · ızor;
there are also other possibilities of including the effect of
vibration. It follows from Figure 1 that the increase of initial
horizontal stress shifts the curvilinear connecting line of the
vertices of Mohr's circles outwards a state of failure. Figure 1
and others of a similar type only show the vertices of the circles
specified by coordinates [(ı1 + ı3) / 2; (ı1 - ı3) / 2)] and the
connecting lines of vertices in failure - with parameters
ȥc = arctg[sin(ĳc)]
kc = cc · cos(ĳc)

(9)
(10)

The size of the stress added must be chosen with consideration.

In a representation of Mohr's circles created for ıxc and ızc
(increased by the respective values of geostatical and possibly
added horizontal stress to values ı1 and ı3) and the respective
stress paths in the system [(ı1 + ı3) / 2; (ı1 - ı3) / 2], it can be
seen that at a certain depth range, the circles exceed the
envelope of material strength in the column and the solution of
ZT equations cannot be applied to that layer. In the section
where the strength in the column is exceeded, slip planes will
arise in the column (e.g. in a cylindrical sample in the triaxial
apparatus) and it will start to behave plastically. We can assume
that here Ȟc = 0.5 (İv = 0), the horizontal column deformations
will increase and this will result in the increase of the horizontal
pressure on the soil. The soil will be strained in all directions in
accordance with stress path Kį = įı3 / įı1. The stress path (in
this case in its original meaning) affects deformation modulus in
a vertical direction significantly:
Ezs = Es / (l – 2 · Ȟs · Kį)

(11)

For layers with the material shear strength exceeded in the
column, the input equations must be modified so that the circle
created from ı3c (including additional load, geostatical and
added horizontal stress) and ı1c (including additional load and
geostatical stress) touches the envelope of strength expressed by
the relation:
ıxc = ızc · q1c + q3c
q1c = [-tg(ĳc) - tg(ĳc) · sin(ĳc) - cos(ĳc)] / [tg(ĳc) - tg(ĳc) ·
sin(ĳc) - cos(ĳc)]
q3c = ıxor · q1c + ıvib · q1c - q2c - ızor
q2c = 2 · cc / [tg(ĳc) - tg(ĳc) · sin(ĳc) - cos(ĳc)]

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

On the other hand, equations (6) and (8) with modulus Ec do
not apply in the original form, because in the case of the state of
material in the column after the failure, Ezc = 0 theoretically
(horizontal part of the work diagram). By including the
condition Ȟc = 0.5, equations (6) and (8) combine, and then it
applies that
İxc = -İzc / 2

(16)

which at the same time excludes (Ec). The solution of such
modified set of equations applies to the case of failure in the
column (F - failure) and loading with rigid plate - marked FT.
The state of stress on individual depth levels, which meets the
condition of not exceeding the shear strength in the column is
given by the combination of cases ZT and FT and is illustrated
in Figure 1.
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The case with the column field not limited in the lateral
direction or in terms of depth and the load of the footing bottom
generated by a perfectly rigid baseplate (e.g. a reinforced
separate footing) is considered basic. For the case in question,
the following system of equations is created:
- the horizontal stress on the boundary of the column and soil
will be identical on both sides (with opposite orientation),
therefore
ıxc = ıxs
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Figure 1. The influence of horizontal stress due to installation of
columns on the position of join of circle vertices, The combination of
cases ZT and FT with the influence of vibration – without and with
limitation of field of columns ( bp = lp)
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5 LIMITATION OF THE FIELD OF COLUMNS
Replacement factor (a) is the proportion of the area of columns
to the total effective area (Aef). On the level of the footing
bottom, the effective area equals the area of footing (b · l); as
the depth increases, the additional load affects a larger area
(proportionally the stress from additional load decreases in
order to meet the force balance condition in the vertical
direction). If the field of columns is limited laterally (with onesided overruns of (bp) and (lp) beyond the foundation), then at a
certain depth, the loaded area will exceed the area of the field
with columns and in addition the proportion of the column area
to the total effective area will decrease. Therefore factor (a)
decreases from this depth; (a) of the variable is related
numerically as the proportion of column area to the substitutive
area specified from the stress ız decreases as the depth
increases. Figure 1 shows also the state of the stress on separate
depth levels with the influence of variable factor (a) included.
The point of splitting of both lines is given by the depth level
where the effective area will exceed the size of the column area:
Aef = (b + 2 · bp) · (l + 2 · lp)

6 CASE WITH LOADING BY FLEXIBLE PLATE
Loading by partially flexible plate is represented e.g. by a
simple soil embankment, while loading by perfectly flexible
plate can be pictured e.g. as the layer of water resting on the
waterproof foil. Loading by perfectly flexible plate can be
understood as a special case of loading by partially flexible
plate as also follows from the calculations. Loading by perfectly
flexible plate differs from the basic ZT case, among other
things, in the distribution of load in the footing bottom. For this
case, it applies that:
(18)
(19)

From the ZT case, there remains a set of 6 equations with 6
unknowns. As vertical deformations in both components of the
composite differ at the surface, it should result in mutual shift
on their joint, i.e. on the column girth. This shift is resisted by
the friction on the column girth proportionate to the shear
resistance in the soil on the area given by the stress normal to
this girth (ıxs), by the column diameter and the thickness of the
considered layer įz. Through this resistance, a part of loading is
gradually transferred from the soil to the column; resistance (Tz)
(shear force on the circumference of a single column in layer įz)
can be expressed by the relation:
Tz = (ıxs · tg(ĳs) + cs) · ʌ · d · įz

ızc = ız + fzc

(21)

with (fzc) being the added vertical stress in the column from all
previous layers. The above-described solution with perfectly
flexible plate is the result for the case when fzc = 0 in the first
layer below the footing bottom. Figure 2 shows the connecting
line of the vertices of Mohr's circles for case ZP in both the soil
and the column.

(17)

The task with loading by rigid plate while respecting the failure
in column in the upper layer and with variable factor (a) (given
by the size of overruns (bp) and (lp)) must therefore be solved in
relation to the depth at several depth levels:
1. the layer between the footing bottom (dl) and point (zf),
where the failure in column is present and the column field is/is
not fully effective,
2. the layer between (zf) and (z100), where the strength in the
column is not exceeded and the column field is fully effective,
3. the layer between (z100) and (zc), where the strength in the
column is not exceeded and the replacement coefficient
decreases,
4. the layer below the bottom of the column field at depth (zc)
below the footing bottom (solution in accordance with the
common methods of soil mechanics).

ızc = ızs = f
İzc  İzs

footing bottom, ızc increases to (ızc + įızc) and proportionally
in accordance with equation (4) ızs decreases, it represents the
more general case of loading by partially flexible plate when the
distribution of normal stress between the soil and the column is
known. The change of ızc and ızs for the next level also results
in the change of ıxs and subsequently also (Tz) (as the function
of depth (z) and other variables). These changes take place in
accordance with the same principle (however in different
numerical values) in each following layer. Therefore now
another set of equations is solved, marked ZP (basic case with
partially flexible plate), where equations (1) to (8) apply with
the exception of equation (2), while

(20)

This force will increase stress ızc in the column by the stress
calculated from shear force (Tz) divided by the respective girth
area. If on level, which is located a layer thickness įz below the
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Figure 2. The cases ZP, ZT, FT

Loading from the soil will be transferred into the column up
to the level when the increments of vertical deformation in the
soil and the column balance, then both cases ZT (possibly FT)
and ZP will have identical continuation in depth.
7 INFLUENCE OF FOUNDATION DEPTH,
STRATIFICATION, UNDERGROUND WATER
The influence of the foundation depth is expressed by the
change of size of the geostatic stress and other parameters of
calculation as in other tasks of foundation on soils. The
influence of stratification for horizontal layers is expressed by
the change of parameters of soils depending on depth. The
influence of the presence of underground water with an
approximately horizontal level is expressed by the change of the
soil unit weight and possibly other parameters that can be
affected by water in the layers below the underground water
level.
8 RESULTS OF CALCULATION EXAMPLES
Figures 3 through 5 illustrate briefly the selected results of the
above-described calculation method. Figure 3 shows the
horizontal strains of the column according to cases ZT, FT and
ZP; the result meets the concepts of the bulging of columns near
the surface. Figure 4 shows the influence of a change in
replacement factor (a) on the shape of the stress path (case ZT
without considering the failure in the column). Figure 5 shows
the influence of overruns of the field of columns beyond the
edge of the foundation (case ZT).
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pillars of 3 bridge structures (SO208 - 3x, SO260 - 2x, SO202 large-scale test). The calculated values do not consider
settlement in the layer below the column bottoms.
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Figure 4. The influence of replacement factor (a)
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Figure 5. The influence of overrun of field of columns beyond edge of
foundation bp, lp

9 COMPARISON WITH RESULTS BY OTHER AUTHORS
AND PRACTICAL EXAMPLES
If reduction factor ȕ (marking is not uniform in the literature) is
defined as a proportion of calculated settlement on improved
and unimproved environments, the result may be compared to
the literature (CUR, 1996; Van Impe, 1989), as shown in Figure
6 (with a remark regarding the limited comparability from the
introduction of the paper).
1

measurement

calculation

Figure 7. A comparison of measured and calculated settlement

10 CONCLUSIONS
The presented calculation methods provide for the research of
an unlimited number of variants for the comparison of impacts
of individual boundary conditions. We consider this to be an
advantage in comparison with other known methods. However,
it must be taken into account that the method does not deal with
the settlement of unstable soil below the column bottoms or the
consolidation processes. The existing tested cases confirm the
real core of the method. For example, it turns out that the
change of Poisson's ratio for the soil surrounding the columns
affects the result significantly. Further analyses and especially
the comparison with actually measured results on constructions
or in a laboratory will result either in gradual confirmation of
the applicability for this method or will provoke the necessity of
correction.
The presented analytical method was processed using an
automatic calculation in MS Excel, so the calculations can be
performed in real limits for any parameters of the basic as well
as inserted material and variable boundary conditions. Most
illustrations in this paper were created using this calculation file.
For more information regarding the calculation method as well
as the program see www.azconsult.cz .
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